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[1.0] INTRODUCfION 
J'lctQfY in lh~ Wtst is a sel of regimem/baual ion 
leyel simulations of critical campaigns that 
occurred on the western German fronlier in t"e 
fall and winter of \ 944-\945. Each of the games in 
lhis set simulales an engagement between the 
Allied and German forces in a period that was \0 
mark the beginning of the end for H itler's Third 
Reich. 

[2.0] GAME EQUIPMENT 
CASES: 

[2.1] THE GAME MAPS AND CHARTS 
Each Game·Map is a 22" x 34" representation of 
the bal1lefields over which the simulated cam· 
paigns weT(' fought. A hexagonal grid is printed on 
Ihe maps 10 regulate mov~mem and placement of 
playing pieces. Also prinled on the map or in the 
rules are charts and various visual aids. 

[2.2] THE PtA YING PIECES 
The cardboard pieces represent the actual military 
units that look part in the simula ted engagements. 
Each "counter" contains certain information that 
is vital to the play of the game. 

[2.2IJ How 10 Read the Counters 
Each game'S countermix includes forces from 
various nationalities and armies. Each nationality 
is portrayed by a color un ique to that fOfce. 
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A Note on Unit Designations and Types: 

1. In all games, a unil'S designation plays an im
portant role. Thus, it is absolutely necessary 
that P layers familiarize themselves with the 
reading of unit designations. For the most part, a 
unit's regimental number (or, in [he case of some 
smaller formations, its battalion number) is 
printed on the left-hand side of the counter op
posite the unit's type classification. T he numbers 
across the lOp of each counter are given in the se
quence division/corps (or, in the case of corps 
level troops, simply by corps number), 

2. In [he game Potion's Third Army, a German 
unit belonging to the Metz garrison has the teller 
" M" printed on its left hand side, opposite its type 
symbology, 

3. A unit's size plays an importam role in combat : 
II = Battalion; III = Regiment; X = Brigade. 

[2.23} Summary of Unit Types 
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Game-Turn 

[2_3) PARTS INVENTORY 
22" X 34' game-map 
200 die-cut coumer-sheet 

I 8 page standard rules booklet 
I 4 page exclusive rules booklet 

D 

2 6-sided dice (non-SUbscription edition only) 
I Game box assembly (non-subscription edition 

on I y) 

If any of these parts are miss ing or damaged. 
please fill out the enclosed Complaint Card and 
return it to SPI. Note that, although the process 
used to manufacture the counters sometimes 
results in minor imperfections, SPI can supply 
replacement parts only in cases of gross error and 
iUegibiJity. 

Should you have any difficulty imerpreting 
the rules, please write to SPI , phrasing your ques
tions so they can be answered by a simple semence, 
word, or phrase. You must enclose a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope. Write to: 

SPI 
Rules Questions Edi to r for 
Patton's Thi rd Army 
257 Park Avenue South 
New York,N.Y. lOOlO 

[3.0] GLOSSARY 
Combat C lass: A letter (A, B, or C) expressing the 
relative size ofa unit in terms of manpower. 

Combat Strength: A quantification of a unit' s 
strength in attack and defense. 

Morale Level: A quantification of a unit's skill in 
combat ; the higher the number, the greater the 
chance of the unit being strong. 

Mo.·ement Allowance: A quantification of a 
unit's mobility expressed in Movement Points. 

Strength C hit: A marker carried under most 
combat units that determines the Combat Strength 
of the uni t "carrying" the chit. Strength chits are 
always hidden from the Enemy Player except at 
the mOment of combat. 

[4.0] SEQUENCE OF PLAY 
CASES: 

[4.1) THE GAME-TURN 
Each game is played in Game-Turns, each of 
which consists of two Player-Turns (one Allied 
and the other German). The Player whose Player
Turn is in progress is termed the Phasing Player. 

(4.2) GAME·TURN 
SEQUENCE OUTLINE 

Each Game-Turn must proceed strictly as 
described in the following Game-Turn ou tline : 

A. ALLIED PLAYER-TURN 
1. Muwal Suppl}' Determination Phase 
Both Players determine the supply stams of all 
their units on the map. 

2. Movement Phase 
A. Tactical Movement Segment: The Allied 
Player may move all of his eligible units by 
employing tactical movement. 

B. Strategic Movemellt Segment: The Allied 
Player may move all of his eligible units by 
employing strategic movement. (No unit may 
move both tactically and strategically in the 
same Player-Turn.) 

3. Combat Phase 

Allied units must attack adjacent German units as 
per the combat rules. 

B. GERMAN PLAYER-TURN 

I. Mutual Supply Determination Phase 

As in Allied Player-Turn . 

2. MovementPhase 

As in Allied Player-Turn, except German units 
may move. 

3. Combat Phase 

As in Allied Player-Turn, except German units at 
tack . 

C. GAME-TURN INDICATION STAGE 
The Game-Turn marker is advanced on the Game
Turn T rack to indicate the start of a new Game
Turn. 

[5.0] MOVEMENT 
GENERAL RULE: 
During the Movement Phase, the Phasing P layer 
may move as many or as few units as he desires . 
Movement is calculated in terms of Movement 
Points, which are expended in varying amounts as 
a unit moves from hex to hex depending on ter
rain. As long as a unit's Movement Allowance is 
not exceeded in a single Movement Phase, it may 
be moved as many or as few hexes as desired. 
Unused Movement Poims may not be accumu
lated or transferred to another unit. Movement is 
inhibited by the presence of Enemy units. A unit' s 
movement may also be affected by whether that 
unit is mechanized or non-mechanized,. by its sup
ply status. and by whether it is execut ing tactical or 
strategic movement . 

PROCEDURE: 
During the Movement Phase, the Phasing Player 
may move his units in any order he wishes. Eligible 
units are moved individually, tracing a path of 
contiguous hexes through the hexgrid. Once a 
Player begins moving a particular unit, he must 
complete its movement before any other unit is 
moved. Units expend Movemem Points from their 
Movement Allowance for each hex entered (or 
hexside crossed) according 10 the type of terrain in 
the hex. 

CASES; 

[5 .1) HOWTOMOVEUNITS 
[5.11 ] During a Movement Phase, all, some or 
none of the Phasing Player's units may be moved. 
Movement Point costs are summarized on the Ter
rain Effects Chart (5.62). 

[S.I2) Combat may never occur during the Move
ment Phase. 

[5. 13] During his Movement Phase, the Phasing 
Player must decide if each of his units will move 
tactically or strategically, if they move at all (see 
5.4and5.5). 

[5 .2] MOVEMENT INHIBITIONS 
[5.21) A unit may never enter a hex occupied by 
an Enemy unit. 

[5.22] A unit must stop immediately upon enter
ing an Enemy-controlled he ~ (see 6.0) and may 
move no furth er during that Movement Phase. 
However, a unit may leave an Enemy-controlled 



he}C at the beginning of its Movemenl Phase by e;'JC

pending on,..half of ils Movement Allowance 
(round fractions down) in addilion !O the COSt of 
the terrain in the hell entered. Such a movement 
may only bc accomplished if thc unit moves direct 
ly intO a hCll that is not Enemy-controlled. Fur
thermore, a unit may never enter another Enemy 
Zone of Control in the Phase in which it exits an 
Enemy-controlled he}!.. 

IS.l3] A unit may expend a ll, some, or none of its 
Movement Points in a single Movement Phase. 

[5.24) Advances or retrea ts due to combat are nOt 
movement and do not expend Movement Points. 

[S.25} As long as it does not move from one 
Enemy Zone of Control to another, a non· 
mechanized unit may always move at least one hex 
per Friendly Movement Phase , even if it docs not 
possess enough Movement Points 10 accomplish 
this movemcnt. 

[5.3) UN IT MOVEMENT CLASSFS 
]5.31] Each unit belongs to one of two movement 
classes: mechanized or non-mechanized. Mechan
ized units are tank, mechanized infantry, self
propelled artillery, o r reconnaissance. Non-mech
anized un its include all other types. 

[5.321 Mechanized and non·mechanized units pay 
different Movement Point COStS for each hex 
entered or hexside crossed (see 3.62). 

[5.4] TACTICAL MOVEMENT 
[SAl) In a Friendly Movement Phase, a given unit 
may employ either tactical or strategic movement, 
but never both. When using tactical movement, a 
unit may enter Enemy Zones of Control and per· 
form combal in the ensuing Combat Phase. 

[5,42] A unit using tact ical movement employs its 
printed Movement Allowance and the Movement 
Point COSt for each type of hex entered (or hexside 
crossed) as summarized on the Terrain Effects 
Chart. 

[5.43) Any unit which enters a hex through a hex
side crossed by a rood while employing tactical 
movement may ignore the normal Movemem 
Point cost of thaI hex (and hexside, if applicable) 
and pay one Movement Point only to enler the 
hex. 

{5 .44] The Tactical Movement Segment is Ihe first 
Movement Segment in a Player's Movement 
Phase. However, Players are not obligated to 
adhere rigidly to the sequence of moving units first 
tactically and then strategically. T he sequence is 
st ructured in Ihis fashion simply to help Players 
remember how units have been moved. Units may 
be moved byeither method in any order the Phas
ina Player desires. 

[S.S] STRATEGIC MOV EMENT 
[S.S I] In a Friendly Movemem Phase, a given unit 
may employ either tactical or st rategic movement, 
but never both. A uni t may only employ stra tegic 
movement if it remains at least three hexes away 
from Enemy uni ts at all times during the Move
mem Segment (including at the start and at the end 
of the Segmem). In o rder to count the distancc 
from an Enemy unit to a moving unit, count from 
the Enemy uni t's hex (exclusive) to the moving 
unit' s hex (inclusive). 

T he example at right represents a permissible ex· 
ecution of strategic movement. Note that if the 
moving unit began the Segment in hex A (or mov
ed into hex A during the course of the Segment), 
Slrategk movement would not be permitted. 

{5.52] A unit using Slrategic movement employs 
its printed Movement Allowance and the Move
ment Pain! cost for each type of hex entered (or 
hexside crossed) as summarized on the Terra in Ef-
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feelS Chart . However, units employing strategic 
movement may use the Movement Point bonuses 
provided by roads. For example, a mechanited 
unit moving along a road would only spend 11 of a 
Movement Point per hex entered when employing 
this type of movement. However, note that a road 
benefit is only provided if a unit enters a hex 
through a hexsidecontaining a road feature. 

(5.6) EFFECTS OFTERRAIN 
ON MOVEMENT 

[5.611 Mechanized uni ts may not cross river hex· 
sides unless these hexsides are traversed by roads. 
T his movement may be accomplished eit her taco 
tically or strategically. 

[5.62] Terrain Effects C hari 
(seechaTlS and tables) 

[5,7] EFFECTSOFOTHERFRIENDLY 
UNITS ON MOVEMENT 

[5.7 1) A Friendly un it may move Ihrough hexes 
occupied by other Friendly units at no additional 
Movement Point cos t. There is no limit to the 
number of Friendly units that may be moved 
through a particular hex during a Movement 
Phase. However, there are limitations with regard 
to the number of Friendly unils that may end the 
Movement Phase "stacked" in the same hex (see 
7. 1). 

[5.n} Friendly-controJled hexes never interfere 
with the movement of Friendly units. 

[6.0] ZONES OF CONTROL 
GENERAL RULE: 
The six hexes immediately surrounding a unit (or 
stack) constitute that unit's Zone of COntrol. 
Zones of Control affect movement. combat, and 
supply. Hexes upon which units exert Zones of 
Control aTe called " controlled hexes. " 

CASES: 

(6, I) WHICH UNITS EXERT 
ZON ES OF CONTROL 

All units exert Zones of Control except cadre, ar
tillery, and bana!ion-s ize units. 

[6.2) EFFECTIVENESS OF 
ZON FS OF CONTROL 

[6.211 Any unit that exerts a Zone of Control ex
erlS il at all times during Ihe Game·Turn (UCfp· 
lion: See Case 9.97"2" ). 

oal13 
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[6.22] A. un it never pays an additiOnal cost to 
enter an Enemy-controlled hex. However, units do 
pay a Movement Point penalty 10 leave an Enemy
controlled hex (see 6.32). 

[6.23) No terrain ever affects Zones of Control. 
There is no additional efFect in having more lhan 
one unit exert it s Zone of Control into a given hex. 

[6.3) ZONESOfCONTKOL 
AND MOVEMENT 

[6.3 1) All units must cease movement immedi
ately upon entering an Enemy Zone of Control. 
Such un its may move no furth er during the Move
ment Phase. 

[6.32} A unit occup~ing an Enemy·controlled hex 
at the beginning of its Movement Phase may leave 
tha t hex, but only if it moves directly into a hex 
tha t is not Enemy-contro lled. Units may nOt move 
directly from one Enemy-controlled hex to 
another, except as a result of combat . When a unit 
e}!.its an Enemy-controlled hex at the beginning of 
the Movement Phase, it must expend Qne·half of 
its Movemenl Allowance (round fractions down) 
plus the terrain cost of the hex entered. If a unit's 
Movement Allowance has be~n reduced due to 
supply, th is Movement Point penalty is equal to 
one-half the unit' s modified (not printed) Move
ment Allowance. Remember that if a unit exits an 
Enemy Zonc of Control inlhe Movement Phase, it 
may not enter another Enemy-controlled hex for 
the duration of this Phase. 

[6.33] A unit may move withoul penalty into and 
through hexes that are adjacent 10 units that do 
not exert ZOneS of Control. 

[6.34) Friendly units do not negale Enemy Zones 
of Control in the hexes they occupy for Ihe pur
poses of movement. 

(6.41 ZONES OF CO NTROL 
AND COMBAT 

Friendly UnilS do not n~gate Enemy Zones of Con
trol in the hexes they occupy for the purposes of 
tracing paths of ret reat (see9.9). 

(6 .5] ZONES OF CONTROL 
AND SU PPLY 

[6.51) An Enemy·controlled or Enemy-occupied 
hex blocks the tracing of Friendly supply through 
that hex ( I::~ceptio n : Sec Case 6.32). 

[6.S2] Friendl~ units (not Friendly Zones of Con
lrol) negate the presence of Enemy Zones of Con
trol in the hexes they occupy for the purposes of 
tracingsupply. 

[7.0] STACKING 
GENERA L RULE: 
A maximum of three units may end the Friendly 
Movement Phase stacked in the same hex. 

CASES: 
[7. 1) STACKI NG RESTRICTIONS 
(7. II ) Stacking rest rictions apply only at the end 
of a Friendly Movement Phase. During a Move
ment Phase, Friendly units may freely enter and 
pass through stacks to an unlimited degree. If 
Slacks of units exceed stacking restrictions a\ the 
end of a Friendly Movement Phase, the excess 
mUSI be eliminated by the owning Player. 

[7.12) There is no Movement Point cost to stack 
orunstack. 

[7. 13] A cadre unit counts as a ballalion-size unit , 
regardless of its original size. 

[7.2] STAC KING AND COMBAT 
[7.21] No more than one regiment or brigade· 
sized unit may attack from 'or be auacked in any 
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single hex during II given Combat Phase. (Excep
tion: Up to 3 artillery brigades may provide "Sup
port" {see 9.6) from Ihe same hex). All battalion
sized units in a hex must always atlack or be at
tacked . 

[7.22] When more than one regiment or brigade is 
in II single hex, the owning Player may choose 
which units will participate in combat immediately 
before the resolution of the combal. Units thai do 
nOt participate in any combat but are in a hc~ 
where other units auack from or are allacked are 
affected by Ihe combat results. Non-participating 
units may not attack nor be altac);ed for the dura
tion of the Combat Phase, although they may be 
used to fulfill divisional integrity requirements (see 
9.4). 

[8.0] LIMITED 
INTELLIGENCE 

GENERAL RULE: 
Many combat units do not have Combat Strengths 
printed on their counters. Rather, thcse units arc 
of indeterminatc strength until they have partici
pated in combat for the first time during a game . 
This strength is a function of a unit's Combat 
Class and Morale Raling (both prinTed on the 
counter itsd!). The unit' s strength will be repre
sented on a numbered chit (chosen at the moment 
of first combat), which is carried underneath its 
"parent" combat unit until it is eliminated as a 
result of combat. In general. the Enemy Player 
may never examine an owning Player's chit unless 
the owning Player's unit is abOUItO perform com
bat. 

PROCEDURE: 
At the moment in which a regiment or brigade
sized combat unit is first performing combat 
(either allacking or defending), the owning Player 
must pick a strength chit for this unit. The Player 
determines the morale of the unit in question and 
picks ~ strength chit from the corresponding 
morale pool. This strength chi t is immediately 
placed underneaTh the combat unit. The owning 
Player determines the unit's combat class and 
locates this letter on the unit's strength chit. The 
number immediately adjacent to this letter on the 
st rength chit is the Combat Strength of the unit in 
question. 

CASES: 

[8.1J COM HATCLASSES 
Regimental and brigade-sized combat units belong 
to a specific com bar class. A combat class is simply 
a letter which appears on a combat unit counter in
dicating in very general terms the silC of the unit in 
ques tion_ Both Players possess units of combat 
classes "A" (la rgest), "B," and "C" (smallesT). 

[8.2J MORALE RATINGS 
Regimental and brigade-sizcd combat units 
possess an individual morale raling. A morale 
raling is a number which appears on a combat unit 
counter indicating in very gener~l terms the 
capabilities of the unit in queslion. Both PI~yers 

possess unlts with morale ratings ofl (worst). 2. 
and 3 (best) . 

18.3J STRENGTH CHITS 
[8.31] A Slrength chit is simply a counter with a set 
of numbers and lwers on both sides. One of these 
numbers will represent the Combat Strength of a 
regimemal or brigade-size combat unit that is 
about to engage in combal for the first time in lhe 
game. The letters represent the combat classes of 
the potcmial "parent" unil which "owns" the 
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strength chit when chosen. From the moment a 
strength chit is picked. it must remain underneath 
its parent combat unit until this unit is eliminated 
or reduced to cadre slatus due to combat. Once a 
unit has had a strength chit picked for it. it may not 
own another for the remainder of the game. 

[8.32] Both Players possess units of three dif
ferent morale ratings (I, 2. and 3). Each one of 
these sla tes of morale has a set of differently 
numbered st rength chits . Before the sta rt of the 
game. each one of these different sets of strength 
chits should be separated and placed in their own 
morale pool - preferably in a wide-mouthed cup, 
bUl anything that can hold each entire set is aCcepl~ 
able. Of course, it would be wise for the Players to 
keep each morale pool separated by rating everi 
when the game is not being played. 

[8.33] When a regimental or brigade-size unit is 
engaging in combat for the first time. the owning 
Player must choose a strength chiT at random from 
the "morale pool" corresponding to the morale 
rating of the combat unit in question. The chosen 
strength chit should be immediately placed under
neath the parent combat unit. 

[8.34] In order to determine The Combat S\rength 
of a uni t that possesses a slrength chit . it is 
necessary to compare the unit's combat class (see 
8.1) with the corresponding letter on the uniT's 
strength chit. The number adjacent to this letter on 
the chit is the Combat Strength of the unit in ques
tion. 

[8.35J Note th~t each strength chit is front and 
back-printeq in a different color. One side is the 
" stronger" side and the other side is the "weaker" 
side. When ~ strength chi t is first chosen for ~ com
bat unit , it is always placed with its strongcr (front) 
side showing. TIIC weaker (reverse) side is used if 
the unit is " reduced" due to combat. 

"'", '" ;:: 11'1 1:812 
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The German infantry regiment 126/ 48/13 is per
forming combat for the first time. The unit is 
morale level 1. so the German Player picks a chit 
from morale pool #1. The chit is immediately 
placed underneath 126/48/13 with the front side 
facing up. Since 126/ 48113 is comb~t class C, the 
combat st rength of this unit is 3. 

[8_36] Due to certain stacking-combat restrictions 
(sec 7.2), some units may be adjacent to Enemy 
uniTS but ~re unable to aTtack or defend . Such 
units would not have strength chits picked for 
them. 

[8.4J LIMITED INTELLIGENCE 
[S.41 ] The owning Player must pick strength chits 
for his applicable units after his aTtack (or the 
Enemy Player's attack) has been declared (i .e .• im
mediaTely before Ihe die roll resolving each combat 
takes place). Once a unit has been commiTted 10 an 
attack (or has been attacked). it may not be with
drawn from the combat due to a "low" chit pick, 
even if The ensuing ratio proves to be unfavorable 
to the owning Player. 

[S.42] Obviously, neither Player will know the ex
aCT STrength of any of his units that are about to 
perform combat for the first timc (although rough 
estimates are possible from a unit's combat class 
and morale rating). After a unit receives a strength 
chit, lhe owning Player is always free to lift up the 
parent combat unit to examine the strength chit 
beneath in order to determine the unit's Combat 
Strength. This examination may occur at any point 
during the Game-Turn. as frequently as the own
ing Player desires. However, the Enemy Player 
may never lift up the owning Player's combat units 
in order to examine their st rength chits unless 

those units have been ~ommitted to combat. This 
examination may occur only at the moment of 
combat, immediately before the combat ratio is 
determined. After the die roll resolving the combat 
takes place. the Enemy Player may not examine 
the owning Player's strength chits until those chits' 
parent uniTs are again inl'olved in combat . Note: It 
is strictly forbidden for either Player to ever write 
down the strength of a "tried" Enemy unit on a 
piece of scrap paper. 

[8.5J STACKING AND 
STRENGTH CHITS 

[S.5 I] Strength chits never count for stacking pur
poses. A combat uniT and its companion strength 
chit are considered a single unit in themselves. 

[S .52] Due to combat losses, a unit may be re
duced 10 cadre staTUs, and its ST rength chit remov
ed from play (see Section 10.0). When a strength 
chit is removed from play (due to any cir
cumSTance), it is always placed back in the same 
morale pool from which it had come. It may be 
chosen later in the game at random by 'Cl lher 
Player. 

[8.6] UNITS WITHOUT 
STRENGTH CHITS 

Cadre, baualion-sil.e, and artillery units never usc 
strength chits. These units have constant Combat 
Strengths. obviating the need for strength chits 
(their Combat Strengths arc printed directly on the 
counter). Since their strengths arc constant, it is 
unnecessary to "hide" them from the Enemy 
Player. 

[9.0] COMBAT 
GENERAL RULE: 
Subject to the stacking-combat restrictions of 
Case 7.2, Friendly units which are adjacent to 
Enemy uni ts during the Combat Phase mUST attack 
those Enemy units . A given unit possesses a Com
bat Strength which is used when attacking and 
defending. This strength may not be divided 
among different combats. The Phasing Player is 
termed the allacker and the non-Phasing Player is 
termed the defender regardless of the overall stra
tegic siTuation. The olllcome of any given attack 
may be affected by terrain. whether the attacking 
andlor defending uniTS have divisional inTegrity, 
whether the allacker is eligible for a combined 
arms bonus, whether eiTher Player allocates ar 
tillery support or air support. and by the supply 
status of the attacking and defending units. Com
bat results include losses to involved units (listed in 
terms of "steps"; see 9.8) andlor retreats. 

PROCEDURE: 
Total the Combat Strengths of all units par
ticipating in a given combat by examining the 
strength chits possessed by the applicable units or 
the Combat Strengths printed directly on their 
counters. Next, the defending Player docs 'the 
same for all of his participating units. Compare 
the tOTal Combat Strength of the attacker to the 
total Combat Strength of the defender and state 
this comparison as a probability ratio: attacker's 
strength to defender's strength. Round the ratio 
down in favor of the defender to conform to the 
simplified ratio columns found on Ihe Combat 
Results Table (CRT). Next, determine the Terrain 
in the hex occupied by the defender. Cross-index 
this terrain line with the proper [[itio column on 
the CRT. Make whatever shifts in the ratio column 
that are necessary due to divisional integrity, 
ground support. hilltops, air power, or combined 
arms. To resolve the attack, roll two dice and read 
the result on the appropriate line under the proper 

{conli""N on page JJI 
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[15.0J INTRODUCTION 
Operation Grenllde is a simulation o f the US 
Ninth Army's February 1945 offensive in the 
Rhineland area of Germany. Each Game-Turn 
represents one day of rcal time and each hex 
represents appro~imate ly 2.4 miles across. 

.116.0J SETTING UP 
THE GAME 

GENERAL RULE: 

After Plarers ha"e chosen sides, they may deploy 
their forces on the map. This may be performed by 
either following the instructions of this Sect ion or 
by reading the set-up hexes listed on the counters 
themselve;o;. 

CASES : 

(16.11 GERMAN SET-UP 
0112: 941 / 353/ 58 
0110: 9421353/ 58 
0310: 943/ 353/58 
0410: 27112158 
0610: 48112158 
0609: 49112158 
0709: I 156/363/S1 
0808: 11571363/81 
0908: 1158/363/8 1 

1008: 1034/59/ 81 
1207: 103S159/ 81 
1209: 1036/ 59/ 81 
1307: 1150/ 183112 
1406: 1" 1/183/12 
1506: 11 521183/12 
1706: 121S/176/ 12 
1605: 1219/176/ 12 
1807: 1220/1761 12 
2108: 12241 19012 
2209: 1225/ 19012 
2510: 1226119012 
1804: 221SF JI2 
2006: 24/SF JI2 
0614: 9P/S I, 3J/9P /S I, 244/9P/S I 
1412: I IP/SI, 15111 P /S I, 30 1/ llP/S I 
0809: 403/S I 
0312: 407/58 
2218: Pol/ 12 
2521 : 668/ 58. 

(16.2} US SET-UP 
0407: 4Ca,,17 
0108: 13/817, 2S/SI7, 1211817 
0308: 413110417 , 414/10417, 41 5/10417 
0303: Hze/3AI7, Bd/JAI7, Hky/JAI7 
0504: 329/83/19, 330/S3119, 33I1S3/ 19 
0707: 115129/ 19, 116/29/19, 175129/ 19 
0508: 1171301 19, 119/30/19, 120/ 30/ 19 
0606: 1J3/ 19 
0403: Al2A1 19, B/2A1 19, RI2A119 
0703: AlSA/I3, BISAII 3, R/5A113 
1106: 333/S4/13, 334/84/13, 33S184/13 
1004: I ICa"/l) 
0906: 405 / 102112, 406/102113, 4071102113 
1703: AlSAlI6, B/8A116, R/8A / 16 
1305: 1341)5/16, 137135/ 16,320/35116 
1403: ISCav/16 
0801 : 313179/ 16, 315/79/ 16 
1504: 314179116 
2004: 2S9175112 
2306: 2901751 12 
2507: 291175/12. 

All remaining US tank and infantry iXlIIafiQns, ar
till.ry and self-propelled art ill.ry brigades: Either 
stacked with or adjacent /Q any regimental or 
brigade-sized unit belonging /0 Ihesamecorps, but 
ne vf'rin a German Zone ofComrol. 

[17.0J ROER RIVER FLOOD 

GENERAL RU LE: 

Before Ihe start of the game, the German player 
must declare the type of flood he wishes 10 create 
throughout the Roer River valley. He must choose 
one of two possible types of flood: a flash flood 
(17.1) o r a gradual flood (17.2) . 

CASES: 

[J7. iJ FLASHFLQQD 
[17.IIJ If a flash flood is d.clared by the German 
player before the start o f the game, all hexes shad
ed to indicate that they arc part of the Roer River 
Valley become swamp hexes, including towns. Ex
cept for roads, all other terrain features lying 
within the valley should be ignored. 

[17.12] Ifa nash nood is declared, Ihe game must 
b.gin on 17 February. Place the Start marker in 
this bo~ on the Game-T urn Track, indicating this 
day as Game·Turn I. 

[17.13] If a nash nood is dec lared, the Roer is 
considered a normal river for the duration of the 
game. There is no difference between the upper 
Roer and the lower Roer. 

[l7 .14J If a flash nood is declared, all units [hat 
a re defending in heJIes that were originally swamp 
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hexes within the Roer valley use lhe CRT line en
' titled Hilltop when resolving this combat. 

However, these hexes are not considered hilltops 
for movement or observation purposes. 

[17.2) GRADUAL FLOOD 
If the German player declares a gradual nood, the 
date on which the game starts is subject to the US 
player's declaration of D-Day (18.0) . When 
D-Day is dedared on a particular date, the Stan 
marker should be placed in the corresponding date 
on the Game-Turn Track, indicating this day as 
Game-Turn One. In the event of a gradual flood, 
aU RoeT River Valley he~es maintain their original 
terrain type throughout the game. 

[1 8.0] DECLARING D-DAY 
(Gradual Flood Only) 

GENERAL RULE: 

If the German player declares a gradual flood, the 
US player is obligated to declare a day between 17 
February and 24 February (inclusive) as D-Day 
(the day in which the game will begin). After 
D-Day is announced, the Start marker should be 
placed in the corresponding box on the Game
Turn Track, indicating this day as Game-Turn 
One . The US Player then rolls a single die in order 
to determine the currem of the Roer River on 
D-Day, modifying this die roll depending on the 
date on which D-Day is declared. 

CASES: 

(18.1 ] ROER RIVER CURRENT 
The US player must roll a single die after declaring 
D-Day, modifying this die roll according to the in
structions of Case 18.12. No die roll may ever be 
modified above 6 or below I. 

[I S.I I] The following are the types of Roer River 
current that are created by the US player's die roll: 

a . 5 or6 !Torrent): If a unit is anacked exclusive
ly across an upper Roer hexside, its Combat 
Strength is multiplied by jive. If it is attacked ex
clusively across Roer hexsides, at least one of 
which is a lower Roer hexside, its Combat Strength 
is multiplied by jour(five if in an entrenchment). 

b . 2, 3, o r 4 IRapid): If a unit is attacked ex
clusively across an upper Roer hexside, its Combat 
Strength is multiplied by jour. If it is attacked ex
clusively across Roer hexsides, at least one of 
which is a lower Roer hexside, its Combat Strength 
is multiplied by rhree(four if in an emrenchment). 

c . 1 (Normall: If a unit is attacked exclusively 
across an upper Roer hexside, its Combat Strength 
is mUltiplied by rhree. If it is attacked exclusively 
across Roer hexsides, at least one of which is a 
lower Roer hexside, its Combat Strength is 
multiplied by Iwo (three ifin an entrenchment). 

[18 . llI The following arc the modifiers to the US 
player's Roer River die roll : 

+ 1: If D-Day is 17, 18, or 19 February; 

No modification: If D-Day is 20 February; 

- 1: If D~Day is 21 February; 

- 2: If D-Day is 22 February; 

-3: If D·Day is 23 February; 

- 4: If D-Day is 24 February; 

[18.13) The current of the Roer as determined on 
D-Day is in effect up to and including 24 February. 
Starting on 25 February, the entire Roer (both up
per and lower) becomes a normal river for the re
mainder of the game. 
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]18 .141 All Roer hexsides arc considered normal 
river hexsides for purposes of movement, 
regardless of the current. 

[18.IS1 Gra dual Flood : 
(Modifiers to Roer River 
Dla Roll Summary) 
(sec map) 

[18.16] Gradual Flood: 
(Roar RIvet Cutrents and 
Effects Summary! 
(see map) 

[1 8.2] US SURPRISE COMBAT BONUS 
[18.2IJ If the US player declares D-Day to be 23 
February or earlier, each attack conducted by US 
forces on Game-Turn One receives a Surprise 
Combat Bonus. Each surprise combat bonus 
allows the US player to shift the combat ratio one 
column to the right on the CRT. No attack may 
receive more than one surprise combat bonus. 

[18.22] If D-Day is declared to be 24 February, no 
surprise combat bonus may ever be awarded to US 
attacks during this Game-Turn. Similarly, no sur
prise bonus may ever be awarded to the US player 
if the German player has declared a flash flood 
(17.0). 

[19 .0] MOVEMENT 
AND SUPPLY 
RESTRICTIONS 

GENERAL RULE: 

Both players' initial forces may be restricted in 
movement and supply capabilities during the 
opening turns of the game. 

CASES: 

[19. 1\ GERMAN 
MOVEMENT RESTRICTIONS 

119.1 11 O n Game-Turn One, none of the three 
units of the 9th Panzer Division may move. On 
Game-Turns One and Two, none of the three units 
of the 11th Panzer Division may move. 

[19.12] No German unit belonging 10 the 2nd 
Corps may move unless a strategic withdrawal has 
been obtained (19.2). However, if any unit of this 
corps is altacked, all units of the 2nd Corps may 
move without further restriction for the remainder 
of the game. 

[19.2] GERMAN 
STRATEGIC WITHDRAWAL 

[ \9.21] At the beginning of all German Player
Turns starting wi th Game-Turn Three, the Ger
man player must roll a single die in order to deter
mine if a Stra t egic Withdrawa l occurs. A die roll 
of I indicates that a strategic withdrawal takes 
place - all other die rolls indicate no effect. Once 
a strategic withdrawal occurs, the German player 
ceases to roll for it for the remainder of the game. 

[19.221 Starting with Game-Turn Eight, all Ger
man strategic withdrawal die rolls arc reduced by 
one. (However, no die roll may be reduced below 
onc.) 

[\9.23] Ge rman Strategic 
Withdrawa l Summary 
(see map) 

[19.3] US MOVEMENTRESTRICTIONS 
[19.31 ] Throughout the first three Game-Turns, 
no US mechanized unit may move (although self
propelled artillery units may be used in support). 
On Game-Turn Four, mechanized units may move 
without restriction. 

119.321 No US unit belonging to the 7th Corps 
may ever move north of the 0900 hexrow during 
the course of the game. 

[19.41 US SUPPLY RESTRICTIONS 
119.41] All US 12th Corps units are automatically 
out of supply throughout the first six Game
Turns, regard less of normal supply considera
tions. 

[19.42J All US 16th Corps units are automatically 
out of supply throughout the first two Game
Turns, regard less of normal supply consider
ations. 

[20.0] IMPROVED POSITIONS 

CASES: 

(20. 11 IMPROVED POSITIONS HEXES 
Certain hexes on the map are designated as im
proved positions hexes. AU improved positions 
hexes are considered normal entrenchment hexes 
with one exception: German units defending in im
proved positions hexes are not doubled. Instead, 
each s tack defending in such a hex is increased in 
Combat Strength by two (this addition is made 
after the stack 's Strength is multiplied by a certain 
factor due to an attack across a river hcxside) . Like 
entrenchments, improved positions may benefit 
only the German player. 

[20.2\ US 739th (MINE-CLEARINGI 
TANK BATTALION 

The US 739119 Tank Battalion was equipped with 
mine-clearing tanks. In addition to functioning as 
a normal uni t, if this unit ever participates in an at 
tack against an improved positions hex, this im
proved position is ignored when determining the 
combat ratio for this anack. In addition, US 
stacks may be awarded a combined arms combat 
bonus (9.S) in this combat. (Exception: If 739/ 19 
is participating in an attack across a river hcxsidr, 
improved posit ions are nor ignored.) 

[21.0] GERMAN 
VOLKSSTURM 

GENERAL RULE: 

Some German towns possess a VoJkssturm 
Value (a parenthesized number following the 
town name) . These towns arc eligible to receive 
Volkssrurm units at the moment the first US unit 
enters an adja~ent hex. 

CASES: 

[21.1] HOWVOLKSSTURM UNITS 
ARE CREATED 

121.1 11 The first time a US unit enters a hex adja
cent to a German town possessing a Vo!kssturm 
Value (either through movement or advance or 
retreat after combat), the movement of that US 
unit is temporarily interrupted while the German 
player rolls a single die in order to determine if 
Volkss(urm units arc created . On a die roll equal to 
or greater than the town's Value, no Volksslurm 
units are created, and the US unit may resume its 
movement. On a die roll less Ihan this Value, a 
number of Volkssturm units equivalent to the dif
ference between the die roll and the Value arc im
mediately made available to the German player. 

[21.12J If Volkssrurm units arc created, they must 
be chosen 01 random by the German player from 
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those Volkssturm units not currendy being used in 
the game. AFter they are chosen, they must be' 
placed in any of Ihe helles of that town. They may 
be placed in US Zones of Control, and, if more 
Ihan one is created, they may be' stacked in the 
same hex. However, it is not permissible to violate 
stacking limits with the placement of Volkssturm 
units (if this is unavoidable, newly·created Volks
sturm units may be placed in any adjacent hex nOt 
occupied b~ US units). 
(2 1.13( After Volkssturm un i t~ are deployed, the 
US unit (whose movement was interrupted) may 
continue to move normally. (Since VolkSSlurm 
units are battalion-sized, they ellert IlO ZOlles of 
Control.) 

121.2J RESTRICTIONS 
121.2 1] Each German town possessillg a Volks
sturm Value may only conduct a Volkssturm die 
roll once per game. After this die roU occurs (if 
ever), the Germall player should note this fact on a 
separate sheet of paper, indicating that no more 
Volkssturm units may be created by this IOwn for 
the remainder of the game. 

[21.22) The numbe'r of Volkssturm units in the 
countermix is an intended limit. If VolkSSlurm 
units are created and there are no more remaining 
off-map, the German player does not receive these 
units. However each time a VolkSSlurm unit is 
eliminated, it immediafely becomes available for 
use again by the German player. 

[21.23) If a US unit moves adjacent to more than 
one IOwn possessing a Volksslurm Value, the Ger
man player rolls lhe die for each town before the 
US unit may resume its movement . 

[21.24) Vol kssturm units are battalion-sized. It is 
permissible for them to function like normal units 
in all respects after their creation. 

[22.0J THE RHINE RIVER 
CASES: 

[22.1] MOVEMENT AND 
ATTACK RESTRICTIONS 

(22.11] US units may neither move nor altack 
across Rhine River hexsides , except across an un
blown bridge hex~ i de (22.2). US units may remain 
adjacent to German units without attacking when 
separated by Rhine River he.'{sides, although they 
are subject to normal Movement Point penalties 
when leaving a Oerman unit's Zone of Comrol 
(6.32). 

[22. 12) German units may movealld allack across 
Rhine hexsides as if it were a normal river. 
However, they may remain adjaeent to US units 
without allacking when separated by Rhine hex
sides, although they are subject to normal Move
ment Point penalties when leaving a US unit's 
Zone of Control (6.32). 

[22.2J THE RHINE BRIDGES 
There are 10 bridges across the Rhine displayed on 
the map. At certain times, the German player may 
attempt to blow these bridges. 

\22.21] The fi rst time a US unit enters the western, 
northwcstern. or southwestern (hereafter, simply 
"western") terminus hell of a Rhine bridge (either 
through movement or advance or relreat after 
combat), the movement of this unit is temporarily 
interrupted while the German player rolls t,,·o dice 
in order to determine if this bridge is successfully 
blown. The Oerman player may attempt to blow 
each Rhine bridge only once per game, and only at 
tile moment a US unit firSI enters its westem ter· 
minus hex. For example, the westem terminus hex 
of the bridge at Kocln is 0419. 
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[22.22] Blowing Rhine Bridges: 

a. If a non- Volkssturm German unit occupies the 
eastern terminus hex of the Rhine bridge at the 
moment the dice are rolled, the bridge is suc
cessfully blown on any roll between 3 and 11 , in_ 
clusive. For example, the eastern terminus hex of 
the bridge at Koeln is 0320. 
b. If no non-Volkssturm German unit occupies 
the eastern terminus hex of the Rhine River bridge 
at the moment the German dice roll takes place, 
the bridge is successfully blown on any roll be· 
tween4and 11 , inclusive. 

e. If a US "ruse" is be'ing attempted (22.23), the 
Rhine bridge is successfully blown on any roll be'
tween 5 and 11 . inclusive. regardless of the' 

. whether there are any German units in the eastern 
terminus hex. 

[22.231 Only once per game, the US player may 
declare a "ruse" immediately be'fore the German 
player is about 10 roll the dice in an attempt to 
blow a Rhine bridge (see 22.22c for the effects of a 
"ruse"). 

(22.24] If a US unit enters the western terminus 
hex of more than one Rhine bridge, the German 
player rolls the dice once for each bridge compris
ing this terminus hCJl. 

[22.25] US units may cOllduct attacks across non
blown Rhine bridge hexsides and, providing the 
combat result is favorable, may advam.:e after 
combat over such hellsides. A US unit attacking 
across a Rhine bridge may only attack the German 
unit(s) occupying the eastern terminus hex of this 
bridge, and no other. However, German units 
defending in this hex arc tripled in Combat 
Strength whenever they are attacked across a 
Rhine bridge hexside. 

[22.26J Rhine Bridga Blowing Summary 
(see map) 

[23.0J VARIABLE GERMAN 
REINFORCEMENTS 

GENERAL RU LE: 

At the beginning of each German Movement 
Phase, the Oerman player must perform three 
reinforcement die rolls: once for the south, once 
for the east, and once for the north map-edges. A 
die roll of 1 for the south or east map-edges in
dicates thai German reinforcements are available 
from this diT«tion in the curren! Movement Phase 
(n.1 and 23.2). A die roll of 1 or 2 indicates that 
German reinforcements are available from the 
north in the current Movement Phase (23.3). Once 
the available reinforcements from a particular 
map·edge have be'en exhausted, the German player 
ceases to roll the die for this map-edge for the re
mainder of the game. 

CASES: 

123.1J South Map-Edge Reinforcements 
All reinforcements from the south mU5! enter the 
map on Entry Hex B (0121 ). If reinforcements arc 
made available from the south, they must be laken 
in the followillg order: 

a. First die roll 0/ J: 7571338/ 58, 75g1338/58, 
759/338/58. 

b . Second die roll 0/ I: 3PG/58. 

c. Third die rol/ 0/ I: 2106/106/58, 106158. 

[23.2J EAST MAP-EDGE 
REINFORCEMENTS 

All reinforcements from the east mUSl enter the 
map on Entry Hex C (1421 ). If reinforcements are 

made available from the east, they must be taken 
in the following order: 

a. First die rolf of I: Ulfr/406112, 
NC01406l12. 

b. Second die ro/l 0/ /: ISPG/!2. 

e. Third die roll of I: 21SS/IOP/58, 
22SS/IOP/58,IOSS/IOP/S8. 

123.3J NORTH MAP-EDGE 
REINFORCEMENTS 

All reinforcements from the north must enter the 
map on Entry Hex D (2618). If reinforcements afe 
made available from the north, they must be taken 
in the following order : 

e . Firs! die roff of lor 2: Lrll2, DO/LrIl2. 

b. Second die rolf 0/ / or 2: 2FJ1I2. 

c. Third die roll of J or 2: 7FJl 12. 

123.41 Variable German 
ReInforcement Summary 
(see map) 

[24 .0J WEATHER AND MUD 

GENERAL RULE: 

The state of the weather influences air operations 
as well as the condition of the ground. 

CASES: 

[24.I J WEATHER 
[24.11) At the beginning of every Game-Turn, the 
US player should roll a single die and consult the 
Weather Table in order to determine the state of 
the weather for the rest of the Game-Turn. 

124.12] If the weather is cleer, both players may 
use all of their assigned Air Points during Ihe cur· 
rent Game·Turn (25.0). If the weather is light 
overca,t, only one·half of each player's Air 
Points may be used. If the weather is heavy ovar
cast, then neither player may use Air Points for 
the duration of the Game-Turn. 

{24.13] Some results on the Weather Table may 
call for rain or t haw. If rain or thaw occurs, mud 
is created (24.2). 

[24. 14] If the weather in the immediatel~ 
preceding Game-Turn was clear, the US player 
should subtract 1 from his weather die roll. I f the 
weather in the immediat~ly preceding Game-Turn 
was heavy overcast, the US player should add 1 to 
his wealher die roll. 

124.IS) WeatherTa ble(seemap) 

[24.2J MUD 
[24.21] Mud is in effect during each Game-Turn 
in which rain or thaw occurs, as well as the follow
ing Game-Turn. Place the Mud marker on the 
Game-Turn Track one space ahead of the Game
Turn in which rain or thaw occurs. Eltemple: 
There is a thaw on Game·Turn Two. Mud is in ef
fect during Game-Turns Two and Three. If there is 
a thaw on Game-Turn Three, mud would also be' 
in effect during Game-Turn Four. 

[24.22) During mud Game·Turns, the following 
special rules arc in effect: 

a. All stream hexs ides are considered river 
hexsides; 
b. AU mechanized units pay increased 
Movement Point costs for certain types of 
terrain (4 in clear, 6 in woods, and 8 in hilltop). 
In addition, non-mechanized units pay 2 
Movement Points to enter a woods hex, and 3 
Movement Points to enter a swamp hex. 
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c . [n all combats, the combat ralio on the CRT 
is shifted one column 10 (he left (in favor of the 

• defender), 

[24. 31 GAME-TURN ONE WEATHER 

On Game-Turn One, the US player should 
subtract 1 from his weather die roll . 

[25 .0] AIR POINT 
AVAILABILITY 

GENERAL RULE: 

The US player has six Air Points available to him 
each Game-Turn of the game. The German player 
has two Air Points available to him from Game
Turn Two through the end oflhe game. 

[26.0] US BRIDGES 

GENERAL RULE: 

Due to the proficiency of A merican forces in 
constructing bridges at shorl notice, US 
mechanized units have a limited capability to cross 
non-Rhine River hexsides. If any US mechanized 
unit begins the US Movement Phase adjacent to a 
river hexside, not in an enemy Zone of Control , 
that unit may expend its entire Movement 
Allowance to move across that hexside. However, 
such a maneuver is only possible if the unit does 
not enter an enemy Zone of Control upon crossing 
the hexside. This movement may be accomplished 
even if the unit is out of supply or isolated. 

[27.0] SPECIAL RULES 

CASES: 

[27.1] SWAMP HEXES 
No mechanized unit may ever enJer, exit, or 
retreat into a swamp hex unless this movemem is 
performed through a hexside crossed by a road . 
Non-mechanized units must pay two Movement 
Points (three in mud Game-Turns) to enter a 
swamp hex through a non-wad hexside. Units 
defending in swamp he~es employ the same line as 
town and woods he~es on the CRT when resolving 
combat. 
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[27.2] SPECIAL GERMAN DIVISIONS 
[27 .2IJ T he 406th Infamry Division and the 8th 
Fallschirmjager (Parachute) Division consist of 
only two regiments. These units may receive a divi
sional imegrity combat bonus when attacking, 
even though only two regiments are adjacent to the 
Enemy unit which is the su~ect oflhe allack . 

[27.22] The units 9P/ 81, IIP/ 81, Lr/n , 
15PG/12, 7FJ/12, 2FJ/12, and 3PG/58 are 
kampJgruppen (baltle-groups). They represent 
only portions of their parent divisions. None of 
these units may ever receive a divisional imegrity 
combat bonus, although they employ strength 
chits in the same manner as other regimems. 

[27 .3J US REINFORCEMENTS 
Due to a gradual flood declaration (see 18.0) , 
Game-Turn One may occur anywhere between !7 
and 24 February. The Start marker should bc plac-
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ed in the corresponding box on the Game-Turn 
Track, indicating this day as Game-Turn One. 

[27.31J On Game-Turn 4, the US player receives 
the 99th Division (393/99/7, 394/99/7, 395/99/7) 
as a reinforcement. 

[27 .32] On Game-Turn 5, the US player receives 
the 95th Division (377 / 95/19, 378/95/19, 
379/95/19) as a reinforcement, 

{27.33J All US reinforcements enter the map 
through Entry Hex A (0301 ). 

[28.0] VICTORY CONDITIONS 

GENERAL RULE: 

The game ends at the end of the March 4, 1945 
Game-Turn. At this point, the US player must add 
up the oumber of Victory Points he has ac
cumulated over the course of the game in order 10 

determine a victor. The German player may never 
accumulate Victory Points - the winner is based 
entirely on the number of Victory Points ac
cumulated by the US player. 

CASES: 

[28 .1 ] VICTORY POINTS 
FOR GERMAN TOWNS 

The US player receives the following Victory 
Points for either occupying or having been the last 
to pass through German town he~es a t the end of 
the game. (Not e: The US Player must occupy or 
pass through the parenthesized hex number in the 
case of multi-h e~ towns). 

a. J VIcto ry Pa ints : KoeJn(0419), 
Geldern(2613), R~einberg(26 1 8), Moers(2218) . 

b. 1 Victory Point: Neuss(I317), 
Moenchengladbach( 1513), Viersan(1812), 
Krefeld( 1916), Venlo(2209), Roermond(l804). 

[28.2J VICTORY POINTS 
FOR RHINE BRIDGES 

[28,21[ The US player receives 5 Victory Points 
for each unblown Rhine River bridge which at 
least one US unit has crossed from west to eaSl 
(either moving or as a result of combat) during the 
course of the game (Except io n: 28.22). 

[28.22] In order for the US player to receive five 
Victory Points for an unblown Rhine River bridge, 
at least one US unit which crossed lhatsame bridge 
must cnd the game east of the Rhine River, regard
less of the presence of enemy Zones of Control . 

[28.23] Victory Point Summary 
(sec map) 

[28.3] DETERMINING A VICTOR 
At the end of the game, the US player mus t add up 
the Victory Points he has accumulated and consult 
the following Vic tory Conditions in order to deter
mine the winner of the game: 

German Decisive Victo ry: The US player has 
accumulated fewer than 9 Victory Points. 

German Substant ive Vic tory: The US player 
has accumulated be tween 9 and 11 Victory 
Points, inclusive. 

Ge rm an Marginal Victory: The US player has 
accumulated between 12 and 14 Vic to ry Poims, 
inclusive. 

US Ma rgIna l Vic tory: The US player has 
accumulated between 15 and 17 ViclUry Poims, 
inclusive. 

US Substantive Victory: The US player has 
accumulated between 18 and 22 Victory Poims , 
inclusive. 

US Decisive Victory: The US player has 
accumulated more than 22 Victory Points . 

[28.41 VICTORY CONDITION 
SUMMARY 
(see map) 

PLAYER'S NOTES 
US Strategy 

In order to win the game, the US player must 
attack constantly when the bailie line is stationary 
and move as rapidly and as far as possible when 
fluidity develops. In the eVent of a Gradual Flood, 
the declaration of D-day will be the most impor
tant decision the US player will make in the game. 
The earlier the US player declares D-day, the more 
time he will have to achieve his victory conditions. 
However, an early declaration increases the Ger
man defensive capability considerably, while a late 
declaration insures a relatively quick 
breakthrough over the Roer River line. In 
play testing, D-day was usually declared on 22 or 
23 February. Once a breakthrough of the German 
lines has been made, the US player must use his 
armored div isions to rapidly exploi1 German dis
integration . A major drive to the northeast must 
be combined with a less ambitious attack toward 
Cologne in order to gain enough Victory Points to 
insure I'ictory. Capturing a Rhine bridge can only 
be achieved through luck. 

The US player has a truly monumental force 
at his disposa l at the start of the game . However, 
due to the e~tremely narrow frontage on which his 
army deploys, he will be incapable of employing 
more than a fraction of his force for the first few 
Game-Turns. After this period, his army should 
develop into a veritable steamroller. Don't forget 
to employ the 739th Tank Battalion to good ad
vantage aga inst German improved positions. 

German Strategy 
Initially , the German player should defend 

the Roer line as vigorously as possible. The ex
tremely weak forces at his disposal at the start of 
the game can only allempt to make a stand in im
proved posi tions or entrenchments . The Rocr "can 
also enhance their defensive capabilities con
siderably. Meanwhile, the meager reinforcements 
or reserves available !O the German playcr should 
prepare rear-area positions to await the inevitable 
US breakout. The rear positions do not have to be 
linear; rather, the German Player should allempt 
to dcfcnd only those areas rich in Victory Point 
value. All in all, the German Player faces a seem
ingly monumental task in Grenade, but an ini tial 
vigorous defense followed by judicious retrea ts 
can put all of the pressure on the US player. 
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ratio. Apply the result immediately before resolv· 
ing any other attacks. Separate combats may be 
resolved in any order the Phasing Player desires, 
so long as all of his necessary combats are resolved 
at some time during the Combat Phase. 

CASES: 

[9. 1) WHICH UNITS MAY ATTACK 
[9 .11) Every non-Phasing unit adjacent to a Phas
ing unit must be attacked by some Phasing unit 
during that Combat Phase (Exception: sec 7.2 
and9.i3). 

[9. 12) All the Phasing Player's units ending their 
Movement Phase adjacent to Enemy units must at 
lack some unit during the ensuing Combat Phase 
(Exception: see 7.2 and 9.13). The Phasing Player 
may choose which Friendly units will attack each 
adjacent Enemy unit so long as all adjacent, 
Enemy-occupied hexes arc attacked. 

[9.13) Any units occupying town or entrenchment 
hexes (German units only - see 12.0) are not 
obligated to attack adjacent Enemy units during 
the Friendly Combat Phase. [f they choose to at
tack adjacent Enemy units, they are only obligated 
to attack onc adjacent stack, although they may 
attack more if the owning Player desires. Enemy 
units adjacent to Friendly units in towns or 
entrenchments are still obligated to attack those 
Friendly units during the Enemy Combat Phase 
(unless of course, the Enemy units also occupy a 
town or entrenchment hex). 

[9.14) No unit may attack more than once per 
Combat Phase, and no unit may beattacked more 
than once per Combat Phase. 

[9.21 MULTIPLE UNIT AND 
MULTI-HEX COMBAT 

[9.21) If a Phasing Player's unit is adjacent to 
more than one Enemy unit, it must attack all those 
adjacent Enemy units (subject to stacking restric
lions) that arc not engaged by some other attack
ing unit (Except ion: see 7.2 and 9.13). 

[9.22[ Units in two or more different hexes may 
combine their Combat Strengths to attack a single, 
adjacent hex. 

[9.23) All units in a given hex mus t be attacked as 
a single, combined Combat Strength. The 
defender may not withhold a unit in a hex under 
attack except due to stading restrictions (see 7 .2). 

[9.24[ When a single hex contains more than one 
unit, each of those units may attack a different hex 
at the owning Player's discretion subject to the 
restrictions of Case 7.2. 

[9.25) A single attack may involve numerous at 
tacking and defending units. However, for an at
tack to be resolved as a single combat, all allacking 
units must be adjacent to all defending units . 

[9.26J If several units subject to a single attack are 
defending in more than one hex, use the terrain 
line on the CRT most favorable to the defender. 

[9.31 EFFECTSOF TERRAIN 
ON COMBAT 

[9.31) Except in one instance (see 9.32), there are 
no modifications to a unit's Combat Strength due 
to terrain . Instead, terrain effects are 
"integrated" into the CRT. After determining the 
combat ratio, simply determine the terrain type oc
cupied by the defending units and locate the cor
responding line on the CRT. 

[9.32[ If a unit is attacked entirely ac ross river 
hexsides, its Combat Strength is doubled. If such a 
unit also occupies an entrenchment hex (see 12.0), 
it is tripled in strength. 

[9.33[ Jr, at the instant a combat is being resolved, 
a Player has a unit occupying a hilltop hex that is 
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within twO hexes of a unit defending in the com
bat, the Player receives a hilltop combat bonus. 
When determining the distance between the hilltop 
and the defending hex, count from the hilltop (ex
clusive) to the defending hex (inclusive). Note: The 
hilltop combat bonus is available to both the at
tacker and defender; however, see9.35. 

]9.34) Each occupied hilltop hex may provide as 
many hilltop combat bonuses as there are defend
ing stacks within a Iwo hex radius. An occupied 
hilltop hex may provide a hilltop combat bonus 
even if it is in an Enemy Zone of Control at the in
stant of combat resolution. However, an occupied 
hilltop hex may never provide a hilltop bonus for 
itself if it is being attacked. 

[9.35) A Player who is permitted a hilltop combat . 
bonus may "shift" the combat ratio one column 
in his favor. (If a Friendly unit is defending within 
two hexes of an occupied hilltop, shift the ratio 
one column to the left; if an Enemy unit is defend
ing within two hexes of an occupied hilltop, shift 
the ratio one column to the righl.) A maximum of 
one hilltop combat bonus per combat is allowed. 
If both the attacking and the defending Player are 
eligible for a 'hilltop combat bonus, only the 
defending Player receives it. 

[9.41 DIVISIONAL INTEG RITY 
Both Players may receive a divisional integrilY 
combat bonus in the attack or defense. 

[9.41) If, at the moment of resolution of an at 
tack, the Phasing Player has all the regiments of a 
particular division adjacent to the Enemy units 
that are the ' subject of the atta~k, the Player 
receives a divisional integrity combat bonus. It is 
not required that all these regiments actually par
ticipate in the attack (although at least one must 
participate); it is only necessary for them to be ad
jacent to the Enemy units at the moment of com
bat resolution. Regiments fulfilling this require· 
ment may be stacked in the same hex . 

[9.42] [f a regiment of the non-Phasing Player is 
being attacked and, at the moment of resolution of 
this combat , it is adjacent to or stacked ..... ith 
another regiment of the same division, thc non
Phasing Player receives a divisional integrity com
bat bonus. 

[9.43] When a divisional integrity combat bonus 
is applied to an attack, shift the final ratio column 
one to the right on the CRT for each participating 
division fulfilling the requirements of Case 9.41. 
When a divisional integrity combat bonus is ap
plied to a defense, shift the final ra tio column one 
to the left on the CRT. (Note that these shifts arc in 
addition to any other shifts that may be applied to 
acombal.) 

[9.44] The maximum number of shifts that may 
be awarded in an attack due to divisional integri ty 
is two . The maximum number of shifts that may 
be awarded to a defense due to divisional integrity 
is one. 

DIVISIONAL INTEGRITY REQUIREMENTS 

Infunlry 
DMsion 

(ull) 

~[B~ 
p,",,,,, 11l!§I'" 111l!§I'" I PunzergfY'nu-

dier DMsion 
(Germun) 

Armored 
Division 
(U.S.) 

Note: In order to fulfill divisional integrity, it is 
not necessary for German panzer or panzergrena
dier divisions to employ their component tank bat
talions . 

[9.51 COMBINED ARMS 
[9.5 1[ Both Players are eligible to receive a com
bined arms combat bonus when attacking. In 
order to receive such a bonus, the attacking Player 
must possess a stack of units containing both a 
tank unit and a non-tank unit (Exception: see 
9.52). 

[9 .52[ Any unit whose combat class ident ification 
letter is parenthesized automatically receives one 
combined arms bonus if it participates in an attack 
(Exception: see 9.54). Such a unit docs not have to 
have a tank unit stacked with it in order to receive 
the bonus. However , the cadre side of a unit whose 
combat class is parenthesized does not automatic
ally receive the combined arms bonus. 

[9.53) For each attacking stack that meets the reo 
quirements of Case 9.51, the atlacking Player may 
shift the ratio column one to the right on the CRT. 

{9.54) If a stack of defending units possesses at 
least one non-tank and olle tank (or anti -tank) 
unit, then the atlacking Player may never receive 
any combined arms bonuses against this stack. 
This is known as combined urms defense, although 
no shifts are awarded on the CRT - it simply 
negates combined arms attack. Similarly, no com
bined arms shifts may ever be awarded against 
German units defending in an entrenchment he~ 
(see 12.22) or a stack that conlains a unit with a 
parenthesized combat class (see 9.52). 

[9.55) If an attack is being made entirely across 
river hexsides, the maximum number of combined 
arms bonuses that may be awarded for this attack 
is one. 

Combined Arms Example: 

". " "' ;; " 11 IEJI'l m[§ 
A34 1-12 

1015120 and 737112 are eligible for a combined 
arms bonus because one is a tank unit and the 
other is a non-tank unit. 

[9.61 ARTILLERY UNITS 
Artillery units may be used in combat in two ways: 
either normally (using their printed Combat 
Strengths) or " in support" (providing more ad
vantageous combat ratios to units within range). 

[9.61) An artillery unit that is adjacent to Enemy 
units in either Player's Combat Phase must 
employ its printed Combat Strength in combat (be 
it an attack or defense). [t may not employ a "sup
port bonus" (see9.62). 

[9.62] If, at the beginning of any Combat Phase, 
an artillery unit is nO! adjacent to any Enemy units 
but is within three hexes of an Enemy or Friendly 
unit that is defending in a combat, the owning 
Player may apply a'supporl bonus to that combat. 
Each support bonus applied indicates that the 
subsequent combat is resolved one column in the 
owning Player 's favor on the CRT (to the left if a 
Friend!y unit is defending or to the right if an 
Enemy unit is defending). 

(9.63) In order to provide a suppOrt bonus, an ar
tillery unit must be part of the same corps forma
tion as at least one unit in the Friendly attacking or 
defending stack. 
]9.64) Each artillery unit may provide a maximum 
of one support bonus per Combat Phase. After it 
is used, the artillery unit should be flipped over to 
remind the Players that it may nO! be used in a sup
port role again for the remainder of the Phase. The 
total number of support bonuses that may be ap-
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plied per combat by a Player is (10'0 if an Enemy 
Slack is defending or olfe if a Friendly Slack is 
defending. 11 is possible: for both Players (0 apply 
suppon bonuses 10 Ihe same combat. (In aU com
bats. Ihe auacking Player fi rst announces if he is 
applying any $uppon, and then Ihe defending 
Player. This announcement is made before Ihe 
revelation of st rength chits - if any.) 

[9.65[ If, due to advances or retrealS after com
bat , an artillery unit that began the Combat Phase 
nOl adjacent to an I;nemy unit finds itself adjacent 
[0 such a unit, the artillery unit may still apply sup
port bonuses 10 units within range for the re
mainder of the Combat Pha~. 

(9.7] COMBATATHIGHAND 
LOW RATIOS 

Any auacks made 31 ratios lower or higher fhan 
those printed on the CRT use the lowest or highest 
ratio columns provided by this Table. Any shirls in 
the ratio column are made from the lowest or 
highest ratio column. No ratio may ever be reo 
duced ~olunlarily. 

[9.81 COMBAT RESOLUTION 
[9.811 Each unit consists of a number of "steps" 
of strength, indicating the amOUnl of losses that 
the unit may take before being eliminated from 
play. A step loss will redu~ the unit's Combat 
Strength (or, in some cases. eliminate it from 
play). Most units consist of three steps of Strength. 
Some smaller units may consist of only two Steps. 
All artillery, cadre. and battalion·size uni ts consist 
of a single step only. 

(9.82] The following is a summary of the number 
of steps possessed by each unit· type: 

I. Each combat Llllit whose original Strength chit 
possesses a Combat Strength of three or more has 
three sleps of st rength. When such a unit takes a 
one step loss, its st rength chit is flipped o~cr to its 
reduced side. Of course, its new Combat Strength 
will be smaller than the original. When the unit 
takes a two-step loss (or it takes a one step loss 
after ha~ing previously taken a one step loss), the 
strength chit is remo~ed from play entirely (see 
8.52) and the paren! combat unit is flipped to its 
cadre side (see 10.0). When a unit worth three steps 
loses three steps in combat, its strength chit is 
remo~ed from play and the parent combat unit is 
eliminated. 

2. Each combat unit whose original strength chit 
has a Combat Strength of two or less has twO steps 
of st rength. When such a unit takes a step loss, its 
strength chit is removed from play and the parem 
combat unit is flipped over to its cadre side. (Note 
that when flipped o~er. such a unit' s Strength chit 
will indicate zero S!T('ngth - this is not considered 
a step.) When a unit wOTlh two steps takes twO step 
losses in combat, its st reng!h chit is removed from 
play and the parent combat unit is eli minated. 

3. All artillery, cadre, and baltalion·size unitS 
consist of II single step of strength only. If any of 
these units are forced to lose a step in combat, thc~ 
arc immedia!eJy eliminated from play. They ne~er 
possess st rength chits. 

{9.U] All combat results are expressed in terms of 
steps lost andlor hexes retreated. The lel!ers "A" 
and "0" on the CRT stand for auacker and 
defender, re.sp«ti~ely. 

(9.84] All combat results are expressed in terms of 
a number(s) pre<:eded by the letters" A" or "0." 

[11.85) All numbers in the combat result which are 
parenthesized indicate mandOlOry step losses for 
the affected Player's units. Those numbers which 
are not parenthc~izcd signi fy that the affected 
unites) must retreat the indicatcd number of hexes 
andlor take a step loss equal to the unparenthe· 
sized number result. All allacking units arc subject 
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to any "A" result. All defending units are subje<:t 
to any "0" result. Thus. if a Player elects to 
retreat, all of his units invol~ed in a combat must 
retreat. If a Player e1eel$ to (or must) incur step 
losses, anyone (or more) of his unils involved in 
the combat may be reduced as long as the total 
number of steps lost equals the fC{juirement. 

Eumplr: A German stack rC\:ei~es a 02(2) result. 
Immediately, the German Player reduces twO units 
in the stack by one step each. (Alternatively. he 
could have chosen to reduce one unit by two steps 
instead.) Next, the German Player must choose 
one of the following options: 

L He may take two more step losso and not 
retreat (only, of course, if he has these steps . 
available to him in the stack) . 

2. He may retreal two hexes (see9.9). 

3. He may lose one step of strength and rClTeat 
one hex (or Yi~ ~ersa). 

(11.86] If the owning Player is required to take step 
losses, he must first take these losses from those 
units that aClUally participated in the combat. If 
there arc not enough steps a~lIilab l e among these 
units, he may take losses from units that arc 
stacked on the same hex but did not par ticipate in 
the combat. 

[9.87] If the owning Player is required to take step 
losses due to his own attack, he must firsl take 
these losses from any of his tank units that partici· 
pated in the attack. If the attacking Player pos· 
sessed no tank units. he is under no further restric· 
(ions with regard to the manner in which these 
losses are applied. 

[9.88] Combat Resu lts Table 
(see map) 

[9,9] RETREATS AND ADVANCES 
AFTER COMBAT 

[9.111) A Player may retreat his units due loan un
parenthesized combat result (see 9.8S). All retreats 
are expressed in hexes, nOt Mo~ement Points. 
Ret reats are always conducted by the owning 
Player. When II retreat is called for, mo,'e the Slack 
as a whole (not each unit indi~idually) acrording 
to the following priorities: 

I. To a hex that is the maximum possible distan~ 
from any Enemy unil. 

2. To a non·Enemy·controlled he~ . 

In accordance with these priorities, the owning 
Player may retreat his unilS in any way he sees fit 
as long as no retreating stack enters the same hex 
morc than once. 

[11.112] A unit may retreat through Enemy Zones 
of Control (sec 6.4). Howe~er, for each Enemy
controlled hex entered, the owning Player must 
lose one slep of strength from anyone unit in the 
retreating stack. 

[9.93] A unit may retreat in ~iolation of stacking 
limitations so long as this situation is corrected by 
the end of the next Friendly Movement Phase. 
Howe~er, if a unit retreats onto a Friendly oc
cupied hex and that hex then undergoes an attack 
in the same Phase, the retreated unit may ne~er 
add its Combat Strength to those of the units 
already in the hex. If units in that hex then suffCT 
an adverse combat result. the pre~iou$ly retreated 
unit is eliminated from play (its step losses do not 
count in the determination of step losses in the new 
combat). 

19.94] Whenever a stack is forced to retreat as a 
result of combat, it will lea~e a path of vacant 
hexes behind it called (he path 0/ relreDI. Any vic· 
torious units which participated in the combat (or 
which arc stacked witll units which participated) 
are allowed to advance along this path of relreat 
and sometimes deviate from it (sec 9.95). An ad· 
~ance after combat may nOt exceed the number of 

he~e5 the defeated unit retreated (Exetption: see 
9.97). lfa defending or attacking unit iseliminated 
due to combat, the ~iclOrious units may fretly ad· 
~ance the number of hexes remaining in the elimi· 
nated unit's retreat result obligation. 

19.95J Ad~anccs after combat are conducted as 
follows: 

I. Mo~e each ~ictorious unit individually. The 
first hex entered must be the hex formerly oc· 
cupied by the retreat ing units. 

2. All units C)lcept those bearing a tank or 
mechanized infantry symbol may ad~ance the per· 
missible number of hexes along the path of retreat 
just conducted by the retreating Player. This move 
is conducted hex·by·hex and may not de~iate from 
the path of retreal. If an Enemy unit retreats 
through an Enemy·occupied hex. the ad~ance 
along the path of ret reat would ha~e to cease prior 
to that hex. 

3. Units bearing a tank or mechanized infantry 
symbol may now ad~ance the permissible number 
of hexes. These units may deviate from the path of 
rctreat - they are nO! obligated to strictly follow it 
(except for the first hex - 5ee9.95 "I "). 

4. Regardless of what type the ad~ancing units 
are, they must halt thei r ad~ance immediately 
upon enlering an Enem~ Zone of Control, exclu· 
si~e of the first hex entered in this advance. Vic· 
torious units arc never required to advance. They 
may halt their ad~ance at any time during the 
course of the advan~. 

(9.96] Mechanized infanlry or tank units may 
ne~er ad~ance or retreat across ri~er hex sides 
unless those hexsides are traversed by a road. 
Units forced to retrea t off the map arc eliminated. 

[9.97] Some combat results on the CRT are in 
bold face. These arc considered particularly suc· 
cessful attacks and are labeled bff'oklhrough.s. 
Breakthrough attacks differ from normal attacks 
in the foll owing ways: 

I. The allacking Player determines the path of 
retreal. 

2. All units retreating due to this combat lose their 
Zones of Control for the duration of the current 
Combat Phase. 

3. The defending Player may not take step losses 
in lieu of retreating (unless he is completely sur· 
rounded by El1cmy Zones of Control). 

4. The attacking Player may advance all his par· 
ticipating units one extra hex more than the ad· 
~ance normally permitted by th is result (if the 
uni ts arc non·tank, non-mechanized infantry, they 
may de~iate from the path of ret rea t in the last hex 
advanced into). 

[10.0] CADRE UNITS 
GENERAL RULE: 

110112 
00_ 

mC8:l 
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E~ery non·anillery or battalion·size combat unit is 
back·printed with a cadre side. All cadres ha~e a 
printed Combat Strength and Mo~ement 

Allowance (they do not employ a combat class or a 
morale raling). Cadres are formed when unilslake 
step losses in combat. If a unit originally consisted 
of three sleps of strenglh, the cadre side of the 
parent unit is considered the third step of strength. 
Similarly. if a unit originally was worth tWO steps 
of strength, the cadre side is considered the second 
step. All cadre units themsel~es are worth one step 
of st rength. Cadres ne~er exert Zones of Control, 
and are considered a banalion-size unit for stack-
ing purposes. 

• 
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[11.0) SUPPLY 
GENERAL RULE: 
UnilS mUSt be considered in supply in (" ucr to usc 
their Combat Strengths and Movement Allow
ances withollt penalt)'_ There are three possible 
states of supply: in supply, out of supply, and 
isolated. 

PROCEDURE: 
Supply determination for all purposes is made by 
both Players during the Mutual Supply Deter
mination Phase of each Player-Turn. A unit in 
supply 8t the beginning of a PLayer-Turn is con
sidered in supply at all limes during that Player
Turn. A unit thaI is out of supply at the beginning 
of a Player-Turn is considered out of supply for 
the duration of the Turn, even if il moves back into 
supply during its Movement Phase, 

CASES : 

[11.11 SUPPLY LINES 
A supply line is defined as a path of cont inuous 
hexes traceable from a combat unit 10 a road hex, 
and then in !Urn from that road hex along a con
tiguous path of road hexes to a Friendly mapcdge 
hex . None of these hexes may be Enemy-occupied 
or Enemy-controlled hexes (unless they are ~u
pied by Friendly units). Terrain does nOl affed the 
tracing of supply lines. 

[II.2J WH EN A UNIT IS " IN SU PPLY" 

[11 .2 IJ In order for any combat unit 10 be in s uI>"" 
ply, the owning Player must be able to trace a sup
ply line (5Cf! 11.1) six hexes (not Movement points) 
or less in length to a road hex from that unit and, 
in !Urn, must be able to trace a supply line of con
tiguous road hexes of any length from this road 
hex to a "Friendly" mapedge road hex. 

[ I t. ll] Unless otherwise stated, the western map
edge is Friendly 10 the Allied Playe r and the 
eastern mapedgc is Friendly to the German Player. 

[11.3] WH EN A UN ITIS 
"OUT OF SUP PLY" 

[11.3 I] A uni t is out of supply under the following 
circumstances: 

I . It is ab le to trace a supply line to a road hex, but 
this supply line i. over six hcxes in lengt h, 
and/or . .. 

2. The road hex to which a supply line is traced is 
unable 10 trace a series of cont inuous road hexes to 
a Friendly mapedge. 

[11 .32] Place an OUt of Supply marker on all uniLS 
Ihat arc determined 10 be out of supply during the 
MUlual Supply Determination Phase. 

[1t.33] All units that arc out of supply have their 
Combat Strengths and Movement Allowances 
decreased as follows: 

I. If the units are anackina, their individual Com
bat Strengths are hl7l1oed(round fractions down). 

2. If the units arc defendina. their Combat 
Strengths remain the same. 

3. If the units arc tank, mechanized infantry, or 
reconnaissance, their Movement Allowances arc 
hl7lvf'd(round fractions down). 

4. If the units arc not tank, mechanized infantry, 
or reconnaissance, their Movement Allowances re
main the samc. 

Note: All units have a minimum Combat Strength 
of one. 
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[11.4J WHEN A UNIT IS " ISOLATED" 
[11.41] A unit is isolated when il is completely 
unable 10 trace a supply line toa road heJe. Place an 
Isolated marker on all units that arc determined to 
be isolated during the Mutual Supply Determina· 
tion Phase. 

[11 .42] All units that arc isolated have their Com
bat Strengths and Movement Allowances de
creased as follows: 

I. If the units arc attacking, their Combat 
Strengths arc one. 

2. If the uni ts are defending, their fi nal Combat 
Strengths arc hl7l~f'd individually (round fractions 
down). 
3. If the units arc lank, mechanized infantry, or 
reconnaissance, their Movement Allowances aTe 
three Movement Points. 

4. [f the units arc not tank, mechanized infantry, 
or reconnaissance, their Movement Allowances 
arc hol~ed (round fractions down). 

[11.5J AUTOMATIC SUPPLY 
[11.51] Allllnits which enter the map as reinforce
ments arc automatically in supply during the first 
two Game-Turns in which they have entered the 
map. 

[II.S2J All units which OCCllPY a Friendly map· 
edge hex (see 11 .22) or a hex adjacent to a Friendly 
mapedge hex arc aUlOmatically in supply. 

[11 .S3J All Gennan units which occupy entrench
ment hexes'{sc<: 12.0) arc automatically in supply. 

[12.0) ENTRENCHMENTS 
GENERA L RULE: 
Some hexes on the map arc permanently 
designated as ent renchments. These hexes can only 
benefit the German Player. 

CASES: 

[ 12.1] ENTERING ENTRENCHMENTS 
There is no Movement Point penalty to enter an 
entrenchment hex. Entrenchment heKCS are per
manent. They may never be dest royed by either 
Player. 

]12.2] EFFECTS OF ENTRENCHMENTS 
[12.21] German units defending in entrenchment 
hexes have their Combat Strengths dOllbled (if at· 
lacked exclusively across river hexsides, their 
Combat Strengths arc tripled). It makes no differ
ence what direction the attack on the entrench
ment hex is coming from. 

[12.22] Allied units participating in an attack 
against German units in entrenchment hexes may 
never receive a combined arms bonus (5Cf! 9. S). 

[12 .23J German uni ts occupying entrenchment 
hexes arc not obligated to attack adjacent Allied 
uni ts during the German Combat Phase. aJlhough 
they may doso. 

[13.0) AIR POWER 
GENERAL RULE: 
Each Player possesses a certain nllmber of Air 
Points. Each Air Point may t.e used once per 
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Game-Turn in a "ground support" role. During 
each Game-Turn, the owning Player must keep 
track of the employment of his Air Points on a 
separate sheet of paper. Air Points may never be 
el iminated. 

CASES: 

(13.1) GROUND SUPPORT 
113. 111 Both Players' Air Points may be used for 
ground support during ei ther Player's Combat 
Phase. For each Air Point allocated by the Phas
ing Player to an attack, the combat ratio is shifted 
one column to the right on the CRT. For each Air 
Point allocated by the non-Phasing Player to a 
defense, the combat ratio is shifted one column to 
the left on the CRT. When using an Air Point, the 
ownina Player need only state this fact aloud while 
noting its llSe on a separate piece of paper. 

[13.12J A maximum of one Air Point may be 
allocated by each Player per combat. 

[1 3. 13] Ai r Points mllst be allocated by both 
P layers to a combat before st rength chits (if any) 
arc revea led. The Phasing Player announces his 
Air Point allocat ions fi rst, followed by the non· 
Phasing Player. 

[14.0) REINFORCEMENTS 
GENERAL RULE: 
Both Players may receive reinforcements. These 
uniu appear during the owning Player's Move· 
ment Phase on the Game-Turn indicated on the 
particular game's Game-Turn Track. Each listing 
of reinforcements includes the desianation of the 
reinforcing unit as well as its "entry he~." 

CASES: 

[14.1] MOVEMENT OF 
REINFORCEMENTS 

[14.11] During his Movement Phase, the owning 
Player places any scheduled reinforcements near 
the entry hex on the map called for. [f more than 
one unit is scheduled to appear in the same entry 
hex during the same Game·Turn. these units are 
deployed off-map, one behind the other, with the 
lead unit poised adjacent to theenlry hex. As each 
unit enters the map, it must par the terrain COSt for 
the type of terrain in the hex plus any additional 
COSt for hypothetical hexes that it would have to 

traverse in order \0 enter this ent ry hex. These 
hypothetical hexes arc considered to be of the 
same terrain type as the ent ry hex itself. 

[14.12] It is permissible for reinforcementS to 
employ strategic movement in their Game-Turn of 
entry as long as )hey remain al least thru hexes 
away from Enemy units al all times during the 
Movement Phase. 

114.Z) RESTRICTIONS 
[14.21] If an entry hex is occupied or in the Zone 
of Control of an Enemy unit, the Phasina Player 
may bring his reinforcements onlO the map with in 
three (or more, if necessary) hexes of the original 
entry hex without delay. 

114.22] Reinforcements may be purposefully 
de layed by the owning Player for as long as he 
wishes. 
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COMBAT RESULTS TABLE 
Defender's COMBAT RATIOS (Attacker to Defender) TelTllin 

Hilltop ,., ,., ,., ,., ,., 4-, ,., 6-, 7· ' 8-, 9·' ,0-, 11 · 1 + 
Woods, 
Town, Swamp ,-4 -1·3 ,., I· ' ,., ' ·1 4·1 '·1 6·1 7· 1 ' ·1 9· ' 10·1 + 
Clear ,., ,-4 I·' I·' ,., '·1 ' ·1 4·1 '·1 6· 1 7·1 '·1 9-1 + 
DICE 

1 A2(3) 01111 A2{31 A2(2) 02(1) A2(2) Al(2) Al(2) A \( 1) 03(2) AI D4{31 04131 

J Al(21 A1I1) 02(1) 01 01 D2m 02 02(2) AI AI 03(2) 03(2) 03(3) , AH2) A1I2) A1I1) OHll D1Cll 01(1) 01(11 02(1) 0.2121 02121 02(2) 03121 03(2) 

5 At(2l Al (2) Al(21 AHlI Al(2) 01 01 01(1) 02(1) 02121 02(2) 02(2) 02(2) 

6 A2(2) A2(2) Al(21 A2(2) Al(2J A1(2) 01(1) 01(1) 01 DI(1) 0111) 01121 02121 

7 A3131 A2(3) A2(2) A l (21 A2(1) AH1) A1(ll 01(1) 01(1) 01(1) 0111) 01(1) 01(1) , A2(2J --At lt) AWl A2(1) Al!U AWl 02(11 A 1(1 I 01(1) 01(1) 01(1 02(1) 02121 

9 A 1(1) A 1(1) A 1(1) A 1(1) AW) 01 AI 0 1 01(1) 02(1) 02(2) 02(2) D2(2) 

10 A1!lI A Hl1 A 1(11 A 1(1 1 01 02(1) 0 1 0 2(1) D2(1) 02(2) 02(2) 02(21 03(1) -

/I A 1(1) A1(1) D1 01 D1(1) 01(2) 02121 01(2) 02(2) 02(2) 03121 03(2) 03(3) 

12 0 1 0 1 A2(3) A2(2) 02(2J A I 1 02121 02121 03121 03121 03131 03(3) 04(31 

I. Letters preceding results indicate to whom results apply. A _ At- SUMMARY OF SHIFTS TO RATIO COLUMNS 
tacker: D- Defender. RatiO!> greater than the right-hand column (less A. Shift one column to Ihe right (if employed in the auack) or one col-
than left-hand column) aTe resolved on the right-hand (Ieft·hand) col· umn 10 Ihe Idl (i f employed in the defense): 
umn . I . Divi$ional lntegr ity(sce 9.4) 
2. The unparenthesized number indicates the number of hexes the 2. Artillery "Support Bonus" (su 9.62) 
owning Player relTeats his units and /or the number of sleps lost from 3. Hill top Combat Bonus (sec 9.3) 
the owning Player's units (see Case 9.85). The number in parentheses is 4. Ground Suppor! (see 13.1) 
lhe number of mandatory step losses incurred by the owning Player' s B. Shifl one column 10 the right: 
unit s. These losses must be taken immediately before any retreat result I. Combined Arms Combat Bonus (see 9.S) 
is fulfill ed. 
3. A result in bold (typeface) indicates a " Breakthrough" (sec Case C. Shift one column 10 the left: 

9.97). All retreating units lose their Zone of Control for Ihe duration of 1. If Mud Game-Turn is in effect (20.2, POllon 's ThirdArmy) 

the Combat Phase. In addition, victorious units may advance aft er 
combat one hex more Ihan the normal permissible advance. 
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1-12~_1_-4 ___ 1-4 ~ __ 1-_14~ 

79/ 16 
CDR 

315181 
1-4 

79/ 16 
CDR 

314181 

1-4.. 

79/16 
CDR 

313181 
1-4 

16 
~ 

1sc.vjg!] 

1-14 

35/ 16 
CDR 

3211181 
1-4 

75/ 12 
CDR 

291181 __________________ ~1-4 

A2 A2 A1 A1 AD 

1 81 1 81 1 80 1 80 1 80 
____ C_O ______ C_O __ ~_C_O __ ~ __ C_O__ CO 

1 

1 

A3 
82 
C2 

A5 
83 
C3 

A3 

1 
82 
C2 

A5 

1 83 
C3 

1 

1 

A3 
82 
C2 

A4 
83 
C2 

1 

1 

A3 
82 
C1 

A4 
83 
C2 

A3 

1 82 
C1 

A4 

1 
82 
C2 

35/ 16 
CDR 

131181 
1-4 

75/ 12 
CDR 

2!l18I 
1-4 

AD 

1 80 
CO 

A2 

1 
81 
CO 

A4 

1 82 
C2 

35/ 16 
CDR 

134181 
1-4 

75/ 12 
CDR 

289181 
1':-4 

AD 
80 

+ 
-t 

1 CO + 

1 

1 

+ 
A2 
81 
CO 

A4 
82 
C2 

A2 A2 A2 M M ~ ~ 

i 2 ~6 2 ~6 2 ~6 1 ~; 1 ~; 1 ~~ 1 ~~ ---------------- - -- -----------
A3 

2 82 
C2 12 

A3 
82 
C1 

A4 

2 82 
C2 ----
A5 

2 83 
C3 

A6 I 

A4 

2 82 
C2 

A5 

2 83 
C3 

2~; 2 
A5 
83 
C3 

A7 

2 84 
C4 

A6 

2 84 
C4 

A3 

2 82 
C1 

A4 

2 82 
C2 

A4 

2 83 
C2 

A5 

2 83 
C3 

A6 
, 2 84 

C4 

A3 

2 82 
C1 

A4 

2 82 
C2 

A4 

2 83 
C2 

A5 

2 83 
C3 

A6 

2 84 
C4 

A3 

2 82 
C1 

A3 

2 82 
C2 

A4 

2 83 
C2 

A5 

2 83 
C3 

2 
A6 
84 
C3 

A2 

2 81 
CO 

A3 

2 82 
C2 

A4 

2 83 
C2 

A5 

2 83 
C3 

A6 

2 84 
C3 

A2 

2 81 
CO 

A3 

2 82 
C2 

A4 

2 83 
C2 

A5 

2 83 
C3 

A6 

2 84 
C3 

-+ r 
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GAME .. TURN RECORD TRACK declared. +1 or -I: Modifier to US Player's Roor River die roll if 
Gradual Flood is declared. Note: If the US Player declares a Gradual 
Flood, place the Start marker on the date.,declared as D-Day. This day 
becomes Game-Turn One. 

EXPLANATION: 
FF: Game begins if Flash Flood is declared. Sur: Last Game-Turn in which 
surprise com\?at bonus is available to US Player if Gradual Flood is 

[9.88] COMBAT RESULTS TABLE 
Oefender's Terrain COMBAT RATIOS (Attacker to Oefender) 

HILL Topi 1-3 t 1-2 , 1·1 2·1 1 3·1 4-1 S'1 6·1 7·1 

I i WOODS, I I I I TOWN, 
SWAMP 1-4 1·3 1·2 1·1 2·1 3-1 4-1 5-1 6-1 

CLEAR '·5 '·4 '-3 '·2 ,-, 2-' 3-' 4-' 5-' 
DICE 

2 A2(3) 01(1) A2(3) A2(2) 02(1) A2(2) A1(2) A1(2) A1(1) 

3 A1(2) A1(1) ro2(1) 01 01 02(1) 02 02(2) A1 -- --- ~ ---I- -
4 A1(2) A1(2) A 1(1) 01(1) 01(1) 01(1) 01(1) 02(1) 02(2) -,- -- -5 A1(2) A1(2) A1(2) A1(1) A1(2) 01 01 01(1) 02(1) -- - - - - '" 
6 A2(2) A2(2) A1(2) A2(2) A1(2) A1(2) 01(1) 01(1) 01 - - --- ---7 A3(3) A2(3) A2(2) A1(2) A2(1) A1(1) AW) 01(1) 01(1) - - ---
8 A2(2) A1(1) A1(1) A2(1) A1(1) A1(1) 02(1) A1(1) 01(1) 

8·1 9·' 10·1 

I I I 

I 7·1 8·1 9·1 

6·' 7-' 8-' 

03(2) A1 04(3) - -- i-
A1 03(2) 03(2) -

02(2) 02(2) 03(2) 

02d j 02(2) 02(2) 
1-' 

01(1) 01(1) 01(2) 

01(1 ) 01(1) 01(1) 

01(1) 01(1) 02(1) 

.e 
0) 
u. 
~ 

11·1 +~ 

10·1 + 

9-1 + 

04(3) - . 
03(3) -
02(2) 

02(2) 

02(2) 

01(1) -
02(2) - - - - - -

9 AW) A1(1) A1(1) A1(1) A1(1) 01 
t- - -

10 A1(1) A1(1) A1(1) A1(1) 01 02(1) 
~ 

11 A1(1) A1(1) 01 01 01(1) 01(2) - -12 01 01 A2(3) A2(2) 02(2) AW) 

J. Letters preceding results indicate to whom results apply. A = Attacker: 
D = Defender. Ratios greater than the right-hand column (less than left
hand column) are resolved on the right-hand (left-hand) column. 
2. The unparenthesized number indicates the number of hexes the owning 
Player retreats his units and/ or the number of steps lost from the owning 
Player's units (see Case 9.85). The number in parentheses is the number of 
mandatory step losses incurred by the owning Player's units . These losses 
must be taken immediately before any retreat result is fulfilled . 
3. A result in bold (typeface) indicates a "Breakthrough" (see Case 9.97) . 
All retreating units lose their Zone of Control for the duration of the Com
bat Phase. In addition, victorious units may advance after combat one hex 
more than the normal permissible advance. 

A1 01 01(1) 02(1) 02(2) 02(2) 02(2) - - I- -
01 02(1) 02(1) 02(2) 02(2) 02(2) 03(1) .-

0 3i2l 02(2) 01(2) 02(2) 02(2) 03(2) 03(3) 
: 

02(2) 02(2) 03(2) 03(2) 03(3) 03(3) 04(3) 

SUMMARY OF SHIFTS TO RATIO COLUMNS 
A. Shift one column to the right (if employed in the attack) or one col
umn to the left (if employed in the defense): 
1. Divisional Integrity (see 9.4) 
2. Artillery "Support Bonus" (see 9.62) 
3. Hilltop Combat Bonus (see 9.3) 
4. Ground Support (see 13 .1) 

B. Shift one column to the right: 
1. Combined Arms Combat Bonus (see 9.5) 

C. Shift one column to the left: 
I . lfMud Game-Turn is in effect (see 24.2) 

.e 
0) 
u. 
~ 

... 
co 

:2: 
I(-

[5.62] TERRAIN I;FFI;CTS 

Terrain Type Non-Mech 

Clear 1 -
Woods 1(2) 

Hilltop 2 

Swamp 2(3) 

Town 1 

Lake P 

Stream + 11 

River +2 -
Road (Strategic) 1/ 3 

Road (Tactical) 1 

Notes: P=Prohibited. 1. All 
River hexsides during Mud 
River hex sides if the hexside is 
either tactically or strategically). 

2(4) 

4(6) 

6(8) 

P 

p2 

1/3(1/2) 

DEFENDEJ S COMBAT STR 
WHEN ~~ACKED ACRO 

Current Oie Roll' 

Torrent 5 or 6 x5 ---
Rapid 2,3, or 4 x4 

w 

Normal x3 

Notes: 1. No die roll may ever }e modified 
2. x 5 if the defending uniL occup es an entren, 
the defending unit occupies an . ntrenchmen 
defender occupies an entrenchme . t hex. 







indicate to whom results apply. A = Attacker: 
ter than the right-hand column (less than left-
1 the right-hand (left-hand) column . 
nber indicates the number of hexes the owning 
1I0r the number of steps lost from the owning 
i). The number in parentheses is the number of 
Ted by the owning Player's units. These losses 
efare any retreat result is fulfilled. 
e) indicates a "Breakthrough" (see Case 9.97) . 
r Zone of Control for the duration of the Com
)rious units may advance after combat one hex 
;s ible advance. 

) RATIO COLUMNS 
1e right (if employed in the attack) or one col
j in the defense): 
'.4) 
;" (see 9.62) 
ee9.3) 
I) 

e right: 
. Bomis (see 9.5) 

e left: 
Hect (see 24.2) 

TABLE 

~ain) 

ftainl 

diately preceding 
)vercast. 
diately preceding 

[19.23] GERMAN STRATEGIC 
WITHDRAWAL 
SUMMARY 

Die Roll 
Turn Needed Modifiers 

1-2 No die roll None-1 

3-7 

8 to 
end 

o 
-~....., 

-1 

[22.26] RHINE BRIDGE BLOWING 

Condition 

Non-volkssturm German unit occupies the 
eastern terminus hex. 

No non-volkssturn German unit occupies the 
eastern terminus hex. 

[28.4] VICTORY CONDITION 
SUMMARY 

us Victory 
Points ---Fewer than 9 - --
9-11 (inclusive) 

12-14 (iriclusive) 

15-17 (inclusive) 

18-22 (inclusive) 

More than 22 

4-11 (inclusive) 

Victory Level 
no ~ 

German decisive ---
German substantive 

Germ~arginal 

US marginal 
"------.., 

US substantive 

US decisive 

[18.16] GRADUAL FLOOD 

Current 

Torrent 

Roer River Currents and Effects Summary 

Die Roll' 

5 or 6 

2,,3, or 4 

DEFENDER'S COMBAT STRENGTH 
WHEN ATTACKED ACROSS .. . 

Upper Roer Lower Roer 
Hexside Hexside 

x5 

x4 

x~ 

x42 

X 33 

X24 

Notes: 1. No die roll may ever be modified above 6 or below 1. 
2. x 5 if the defending unit occupies an entrenchment hex. 3. x 4 if 
the defending unit occupies an entrenchment hex . 4. x 3 if the 
defender occupies an entrenchment hex. 

Woods Swamp Improved Position Entrenchment 
ABBREVIATED SEQUENCE OF PLAY 
A. ALLIED PLAYER-TURN 
1. Mutual Supply Determination Phase 
2. Movement Phase 

Stream River Rhine River Bridge 
3. Combat Phase 

B. GERMAN PLAYER-TURN 
1. Mutual Supply Determination Phase 
2. Movement Phase 
3. Combat Phase 

C. GAME-TURN INDICATION PHASE 



... ... 
co co 

::?! ::?! 
M qo 

2(4) 

4(61 

6(8) 

P 

1 

P 

+ P +21 

+ 2 --r, p2 

1/ 3 . 113(112) 

1 

hexsides are converted to 
2. Mech units may cross 

crossed by a road (moving 

1"' ............ and Effects Summary 

x4 

x3 

X 33 

X24 

II may ever be modified above 6 or below 1. 
19 unit occupies an entrenchment hex . 3. x 4 if 
)ccupies an entrenchment hex. 4. x 3 if the 
entrenchmeat hex. 

[28.23) VICTORY POINT 
SUMMARY 

US Victory 
Town or Event' Points 

Koeln (0419) 3 

Geldern (2613) 3 

Rheinberg (4618) - -
Moers (2218) 3 

Neuss (1317) --
Moenchengladbach (1513) -Viersan (1812) 

Krefeld (1916) 

Venlo (2209) 

Roermond (1804) - ----- 52 

Notes: 1. ·In order to receive the listed 
Victory Points, the US player must oc
cupy or have be.en the last to pass through 
the listed hex number in"thecase of multi
hex towns. 2. In order to receive these 
Victory Points, the conditions of Case 
28.2 must be fulfilled . 

[24.15) WEATHER TABLE 

DIE Result 

o Clear (Thaw) 

1 Clear 

2 Clear 

3 Light Overcast 

4 Light Overcast 

5 Light Overcast 

6 Heavy Overcast (Rain) 

7 Heavy Overcast (Raini 

Modifiers: 
+ 1 if weather in immediately preceding 
Game-Turn was Heavy Overcast. 
-1 if weather in immediately preceding 
Game-Turn was Clear. 
-1 on Game-Turn One. 

[18.15) GRADUAL FLOOD 
Modifiers to Roar River 
Die Roll Summary 

+ 1 if D-Day is 17, 18, or 19 February 

o if D-Day is 20 February 

-1 if D-Day is 21 February 

-2 'ifD-Day is 22 February 

-3 if D-Day is 23 February 

- 4 if D-Day is 24 February 

Town Woods Swamp 

River 

[28.4) VICTORY CONDITION 
SUMMARY 

us Victory 
Points 

Fewer than 9 

9-11 (inclusive) ---
~in~sive) 

15-17 (inclusive) 

Victory Level 

German decisive 

18-22 (inclusive) __ ~_~~._ .. _ .. 

More than 22 US decisive 

o ~~ 
Improved Position Entrenchment 

Rhine River Bridge 







Oefender's Terrain COMBAT RATIOS (Attacker to Oefender) 

HILLTOP 1-3 1-2 l' 1-1 2-1 3-1 4-1' 

WOODS, 
TOWN, 

1-4 1-3 1·2 1·1 2·1 3-1 SWAMP 

CLEAR 1-5 1-4 1-3 1-2 1-1 2-1 

DICE 

2 A2(3) 01(1) A2(3) A2(2) 02(1) A2(2) 

3 A1(2) A1(ll 02(1) 01 01 02(1) 

4 A 1(2) A1(2) A1(1) 01(1) 01(1) 01(1) ---
5 A1(2) A1(2) A1(2) A1(1) A1(2) 01 --
6 A2(2) A2(2) A1(2) A2(2) A1(2) A1(2) -- ---- ---
7 A3(3) A2(3) A2(2) A1(2) A2(1) A1(1) - . 
8 A2(2) A1(1) A1(1) A2(1) A1(1) A1(1) 

--- -----
9 A 1(1) A1(1) A1(1) A1(1) A1(1) 01 

10 A1(1) A1(1) A1(1) A1(1) 01 02(1) --- -11 A1(1) A1(1) 01 01 01(1) 01(2) - - - -- ---_. - -
12 01 01 A2(3) A2(2) 02(2) A1(1) 

[23.4] VARIABLE GERMAN REINFORCMENT 
SUMMARY 

Oie Roll Order of Reinforcement 
Mapedge Needed Availability Entry Hex 

"-B<, South 1 757/338/58, 758/338/58, 
759/338/58 

23PG/58 B (0121) 
32106/106/58, 106/58 B (0121) _ 

East 1 Utfr/406/12, NCO/406/12 C (1421) 
2 15PG/12 C (1421) 
3 21SS/IOP/58, 22SS/IOP/58, C (1421) 

lOSS/lOP/58 

North 1-2 1 Lr/12, 130/Lr/12 D(2618~ 
22FJ/12 D (2618) 
37FJ/12 ...-- ~-_ ...... " 

Note: Once the reinforcements from a particular mapedge have 
been exhausted, the German player ceases to roll for this mapedge 
for the remainder of the game. 

&-,.1 I 6.1 7·1 8-1 9-1 10·1 11·1+ 

4-1 ~ 5-1 6-1 7·1 8·1 9-1 10·1 + 

3-1 4-1 5-1 6-1 7-1 8-1 9-1 + 

A l (2) A1(2) A1(1) 03(2) A1 04(3) 04(3) --
02 02(2) A1 A1 03(2) 03(2) 03(3) I 

01(1) 02(1) 02(2) 02(2) 02(2) 03(2) 02(2) -
02(2)J 01 01(1) 02(1) 02(2) 02(2) 02(2) 

~. ---- -
01(1 ) 01(1) 0 1 01(1) 01(1) 01(2) 02(2) -- _. --- -- """ 
A1(1) 01(1) 01(1) 01(1) 01(1) 01(1) 01(1) ~ - .- -- ---_. ------ .... 
02( 1) A1(1) 01(1) 01(1) 01(1) 02( 1) 02(2) - - -----

02( 2U A1 01 01(1) 02(1) 02(2) 02(2) -
01 02(1) 02(1) 02(2) 02(2) 02(2) 03(1) -- , n_ ---- -.- -

02(2) 01(2) 02(2) 02(2) 03(2) 03(2) _03(3) I -_. JIIo ___ 

02(2) 02(2) 03(2) 03(2) 03(3) 03(3) 04(3) 

MOVEMENT POINTS TO CROSS 
OR ENTER: NORMAL (MUD) 

Terrain Typ.!- Non-Mech Mech 

Iclear 1 2(4) 

Woods II 1(2) 4(6) 

[!ii!~top 2 6(8) 

Swamp 2(3). P 

Lake P P 

~a~ 
----

+Ii +21 

River +2 p2 

I Road (St;;;;ic) 
- -----

1/3 1/3(1/2) 

Notes: P = Prohibited. 1. All Stream hexsides are converted to 
River hexsides during Mud Game-Turns. 2. Mech units may cross 
River hexsides if the hexside is also crossed by a road (moving 
either tactically or strategically). 

. I " I 1. Letters precedmg resu ts mdlcate to wllom results apl 
D = Defender. Ratios greater than the Jight-hand colt 
hand column) are resolved on the right-hand (left-hand) c 
2. The unparenthesized number indicate~ the number 0 

Player retreats his units and/or the number of steps 101 

Player's units (see Case 9.85) . The number in parenthes 
mandatory step losses incurred by the owning Player's 
must be taken immediately before any retreat result is fuU 
3. A result in bold (typeface) indicates a 1"Breakthroug 
All retreating units lose their Zone of Control for the du 
bat Phase. In addition, victorious uni ts may advance af 
more than the normal permissible advance. 

SUMMARY OF SH IFTS TO RATIO coLuMNS 
A. Shift one column to the right (if employed in the 
umn to the left (if employed in the defen~e): 
1. Divisional Integrity (see 9.4) 
2. Artillery "Support Bonus" (see 9.62) 
3. Hilltop Combat Bonus (see 9.3) 
4. Ground Support (see 13.1) 

B. Shift one column to the right: 
1. Combined Arms Combat Bonus (see 9.1:5) 

C. Shift one column to the left: J 

1. If Mud Game-Turn is in effect (see 24.2) 

[24.15] WEATHER TABLE 

Result 

--£~ar (Thaw;;.:;.:,..) ___ -' 

Clear 

Clear 

Light Overcast _- _n 
,Light Overcast 

Light Overcast 

Heavy Ove~a~) 

7 Heavy Overcast (Rain) 

Modifiers: 
+ 1 if weather in immediately preceding 
Game-Turn was Heavy Overcast. 
- 1 if weather in immediately pre4 ding 
Game-Turn was Clear. 
-1 on Game-Turn One. 
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